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I can observe an artists work and re-create a section. 



David Hocnkey’s most recent work has been 
done using an ipad. 

This increased since lockdown where he has 
been in his house, looking out of the windows. 
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Over the following slides, you will see a selection of 
David Hockney’s work. 

Ask yourself: 

*Do I like this piece of work? Why? 
*How was this image created? What medium was 

used?
Imagine standing in front of one of his pieces of work 

– which are HUGE, how would you feel?
*What sorts of colours are used? Are they realistic?
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How does 
Hockney use 
contrasting 

colours in his 
work?

What about 
complimentary 

colours?



What colours are 
used?

How was this texture 
created?
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What colours are 
used?

How was this texture 
created?
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What colours are 
used?

How was this texture 
created?
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Textures:
Using graphite (pencil)
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Textures:
Using colour pencil
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Textures:
Using water colour
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Task: Select one of the images that we looked at. 
Create a grid (similar to what you see) over top as well as 

below the image. If you are not using technology. 

Looking carefully, can you re-create each block. 
Choosing colours and texture carefully. 

It is not recommended to use Paint as this will give you 
very tiny squares on the grid. 

On  the next slide are some suggestions and guides for 
using technology. 

Remember: anything you use, Use SMART. 
Ask your parents and carers to help you if you are 

downloading any apps or if they have a price. 
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On iphone/ipad:

I recommend that you download Grid# or Drawing Grid: through the Apple store. 
Then take a picture of one of David’s images and select it in the Grid# app. 

This will allow you to put grid lines on a picture. 
Once you have your grid lines and can zoom in and out, you can then focus on one 

square at a time. 

Using a painting app: Paint, (on your computer) 
or painting apps such as: DoodleArt.

Another app you could use would be Jamboard on your Google Account. 
https://jamboard.google.com/ and sign in with your Google details.

The app: Sketchbook proves you with different styled brushes to use to help give 
you texture. 

You will need to use the image that you have put a grid over to zoom in and out. 
Looking at the colours and texture used. 

If you are using a computer or a laptop, split your screen so you can see two 
different screens at the same time. 

If you are using a tablet, you will need to switch back and forth between the 
screens. 

There is an app: Grid Drawings tool through the apple store for £2.99. You must 
ask for permission from your parents/ carers before you purchase this. 

Through this app, you would be able to use a grid to create your re-created image, 
square by square. 

https://jamboard.google.com/
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Take a 2 x 2 square of the image and experiment re-
creating the colours, lines and textures. 

Recreate a section of your selected image 

Select different parts of your image to re-create so that you can experiment with the different 
colours and textures. You will need to know how to create colours and textures next week. 


